
Vocabulary

  Complete the text with these words.

apparently assisting awe-inspiring

departure enclosure gathered highlight

 Match the verbs (1–7) with their meanings 
(a–g).
1 remove

2 damage

3 lay

4 crush

5 patrol

6 provide

7 support

a produce an egg

b check an area for danger

c help or encourage someone

d take something away

e break under a heavy weight

f cause harm to something

g give someone something 

they need
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 Complete the sentences with the correct form of a verb 
(1–7) from Exercise 2. 
1 Crocodiles ……………………. between 25 and 100 eggs.

2 The wardens ……………………. the wildlife park in their 

jeeps.

3 WWF are always asking the public to ……………………. 

their projects.

4 If you ring up, they will ……………………. all the 

information you need.

5 They ……………………. the wild fl owers under their 

heavy boots while they were walking through the forest.

6 Pollution from factories can ……………………. the 

environment.

7 Every morning at six o’clock, big machines 

……………………. all the litter from the beach.

Reading
  Read the fi ve leafl ets on page 47 and answer the 

questions.
1 Which suggestion encourages you to use an alternative form 

of transport? 

A 1 B 2 C 3 D 4

2 Where should you not take your pet? 

A 2 B 3 C 4 D 5

3 Where are there special arrangements for school parties? 

A 1 B 3 C 4 D 5

4 Which suggestions refer to one-day events? 

A 2 and 3 B 1 and 2 C 3 and 4 D 1 and 4

5 Where can you fi nd out about how animals feel about contact 

with humans? 

A 1 B 3 C 4 D 5

6 Where can you fi nd out about helping injured wildlife? 

A 2 and 4 B 2 and 3 C 1 and 4 D 1 and 5

7 Where can you learn about the right and wrong way to help 

the environment? 

A 1 B 3 C 4 D 5

8 Where will you enjoy healthy food? 

A 1 B 3 C 4 D 5

9 Where can you not give food to the animals? 

A 2 B 3 C 4 D 5

 10 Where could you contribute funds to an environmental cause? 

A 1 and 4 B 1 and 3 C 2 and 4 D 3 and 5
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In Norway last year, we were lucky 
enough to see a huge group of wild 
horses. It was a(n) 1) ……………………. 
sight and I wished I could ride 
bareback! Later on, we passed a(n) 
2) ……………………. where a few of 
the foals and their mothers were being 
kept safe. A friend of mine was 
3) ……………………. the owner of the 
farm there during the summer. I really 
envied her! Animals are such an 
important part of our environment.
Before sunset, all the wild horses 
4) ……………………. near a river to 
drink. We could see them from far 
away, in the peaceful evening light. 
That day was the 5) ……………………. 
of our visit to Norway.
Our 6) ……………………. was the 
following week and we were very sad. If 
you visit Norway, do go and see the 
wild horses, if you can. 
7) ……………………., it’s a rare sight 
but a stunning one.

  For Exercises 1–3, see pages 84–85 in your 

Students’ Book.
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1 Bonfi res and frogs

2 Nature for you

3 A country break

4 Trees – and more trees!

5 Animal life!
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The environment

 Complete the table with the noun form of the 
following verbs.

 Now complete the sentences with a noun from 
Exercise 1. Make any changes that are 
necessary.
1 We hope that people will do all they can to 

reduce the amount of ……………………. .

2 A lot of environmentally-friendly projects are run 

by ……………………. .

3 Will there be any ……………………. in price 

for the holiday?

4 ……………………. is very important so that 

different species do not die out.

5 We’re going on a holiday in Finland where they 

give some of the profi ts for the 

……………………. of the brown bear.

6 Perhaps we could give a ……………………. 

to the wildlife fund?

7 ……………………. will be in wooden huts or 

in tents.

 Match the words (1–7) with (a–g) to make 
collocations.
1 national a habitat 

2 endangered  b warming 

3 global  c friendly 

4 human  d gas 

5 environmentally  e park 

6 greenhouse  f species

7 natural  g activity
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 Complete the sentences with an appropriate 
collocation from Exercise 3. Make any changes that 
are necessary.

1 One of the most famous ……………………. in the 

US is Jellystone Park, the home of Yogi Bear!

2 My parents are starting to buy household products that 

are ……………………. .

3 All countries need to work together to deal with the 

problem of ……………………. .

4 The black rhino is a(n) ……………………. although 

people are making great efforts to increase their 

population.

5 The ……………………. of the giant river turtle is 

the Amazon river, in Brazil. 

6 ……………………., such as clearing of forests and 

jungles, can have very negative effects on the animal 

and bird population .

7 Forest fi res contribute to an increase in 

……………………., such as carbon dioxide.

 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
these verb phrases.

be about to be against be all for be into be over

1 Lots of young people ……………………. looking 

after animals and spend a lot of time with their pets.

2 We ……………………. holidays that are 

eco-friendly since they do a bit to help the environment.

3 People nowadays ……………………. wasting 

energy in the home.

4 When the meeting about the nature reserve 

……………………., you can see some of the 

animals.

5 We ……………………. learn all about the way 

wolves are being protected in the Romanian forests. 
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Verb Noun

accommodate 1

conserve 2

donate 3

pollute 4

protect 5

reduce 6

volunteer 7

  For Exercises 1–5, see pages 86 and 90 in your 

Students’ Book.
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Conditionals

 Complete the sentences using conditionals (zero, fi rst, 
second or third).
1 
a If you go to that island on holiday next year, you ………. 

(have) a great time.

b When we go there, we always …………… (love) it.

c If we ……………………. (not go) there, we wouldn’t 

have seen all the sea birds.

d Unless you went with a friend, you ……………………. 

(fi nd) it very quiet.

2 
a If I hadn’t seen that documentary about tuna fi sh, I 

……………………. (know) about the dolphins.

b You see, when fi shermen catch tuna fi sh in their nets, 

usually they ……………………. (trap) some dolphins too.

c Unless you ……………………. (learn) about the world, 

you won’t know about things that are happening.

d If I could, I ……………………. (help) all the endangered 

species in the world!

3 
a If Steffi  ……………………. (join) the wildlife 

organisation, she’ll be able to adopt a baby animal.

b If baby animals ……………………. (be) left on their own 

in the wild, they usually die.

c If she ……………………. (not learn) about the 

organisation through her school, she wouldn’t have known 

about the adoption scheme.

d If I ……………………. (want) to help protect animals, I 

would join an organisation like that.

 Write third conditional sentences using the information 
and the prompts given.
1 We went on a voyage to Antarctica and we saw some 

amazing wildlife. (hadn’t, wouldn’t)

 If ………….………….……………………………….

 ……………………….……………………………….

2 I was a volunteer on a working holiday in Africa. I helped to 

treat injured elephants. (hadn’t, couldn’t)

 If ………….………….……………………………….

3 My friends told me about the local conservation project. I 

didn’t learn about it from anyone else. (might not, hadn’t)

 I ………….………….……………………………….

4 Leroy didn’t go to the nature reserve. He didn’t see any 

interesting trees and plants. (had, would)

 If ………….………….……………………………….
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have/get + something done

 Match the sentence beginnings (1–8) and endings 
(a–h).
1 They’re having 

lots of new 

brochures

2 The village has 

its beaches

3 The town has its 

stray animals 

4 When I’m away, I 

have my plants

5 The wildlife 

centre had photos

a taken of all the 

baby animals.

b watered by a 

neighbour.

c printed about the 

new park

d cared for by 

volunteers.

e cleaned throughout 

the winter.

 Read the email and complete the text with the 
correct form of have/get + object + past participle.
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Watch out! 
When you use have + something done, 

don’t put the past participle straight 

after have.

I had taken my photo yesterday. 
I had my photo taken yesterday.  

Hi Emily, 
How are things? I just wanted to tell you a bit 
about what’s happening in my town at the 
moment. We 1) ……………………………. 
(make / a new park) with a big lake in the 
middle! And a new hotel!
You see, there was an area just outside the 
town where there was an old factory. Well, 
the local council 2) ……………………. (pull it 
down) and 3) ……………………. (clear / the 
area) a couple of months ago. They 
4) ……………………. (already / design / 
gardens) and we hope that they 
5) ……………………. (plant / trees) 
everywhere. 
What I’m really excited about is that they 
6) ……………………. (introduce / lots of rare 
birds and ducks) to the park when it’s 
fi nished.
The only thing I’m not too happy about is 
that if they 7) ……………………. (build / the 
new hotel complex) to bring more tourists to 
the area, they 8) ……………………. (install / 
some wind turbines) on the hill behind the 
town, to provide the extra electricity needed. 
I really don’t like those turbines, although I 
know they’re supposed to be environmentally 
friendly!
Anyway, enough of my news. Hope to hear 
your news very soon.
Keep well,
Sophie

  For Exercises 3–4, see page 91 in your Students’ Book.  For Exercises 1–2, see page 87 in your Students’ Book. 
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 Complete the second sentence so that it 
has a similar meaning to the fi rst 
sentence, using the words given.
1 It’s dangerous to disturb penguins since 

they get stressed. DISTURB

 If ……………………………………, 

they get stressed.

2 They didn’t bring enough warm clothing so 

they got cold. GOT

 If they had brought some more warm 

clothing, they ………………………… 

…….…………. cold.

3 It’s important that they clean up the city 

soon. HAVE

 They really must ……………………… 

….………………. soon.

4 Take my advice and travel by bike more.

 WERE

 If I …………………………………… 

………. travel by bike more.

5 There are no longer any green spaces 

because they built all those hotels.

 WOULD

 If they hadn’t built so many hotels, we 

…………………….………………… 

…… more green spaces.

6 If they continue cutting down the trees, 

the animals will be in danger. UNLESS

 The animals won’t survive .….…………. 

…………………………… cutting 

down the trees.

7 We arranged for the council to take away 

the rubbish. HAD

 We …………………………………… 

……… by the council. 

8 Bad weather will mean a change in plans.

 IS

 If ……………………….……………. 

………, there’ll be a change in plans. 

22Use your English
  Read the text and choose the correct answer, A, B, C or D.

1 A home B island C trees D habitat

2 A park B region C wildlife D centre

3 A company B type C species D group

4 A feed B feeding C food D eating

5 A Self-catering B Tourism C Accommodation D Vacation

6 A wilderness B conservation C environment D breeding

7 A issues B sets C productions D projects

8 A donations B money C help D volunteers

9 A single B solitary C alone D lonely

 10 A reserve B maintenance C survival D living

 11 A captivity B capture C safety D enclosure

 12 A conserved B reserved C covered D protected

11

Help us save the 
orangutans!

Join us on a trip to 
the Indonesian 
rainforests and see 
wild orangutans in 
their native 1) ..... 
The area you will 
visit is part of a 
national 2) ..... where 
orangutans are 
protected, since they 
are an endangered 
3) ..... . If you join our 
trip, you may be able 
to observe them at 
4) ..... time. 
5) ..... will be in 
wooden huts or in 
tents which are of a 
comfortable 
standard. Your 
holiday will go 
towards helping with the 6) ..... of the whole rainforest 

area and funds raised will also support other 7) ..... in the 

park itself. Any 8) ..... to the work carried out here with the 

orangutans are welcome.

Orangutans are 9) ..... animals that are active during the 

day and sleep at night. Their 10) ..... in the wild is being 

put in danger because of deforestation and kidnapping of 

the babies to be sold as pets. If orangutans are kept in 

11) ..... for any length of time, it is very diffi cult after that 

to get them used to living in the wild again. These unique 

animals need to be 12) ..... in secure areas that include 

large stretches of forest. Otherwise, they will surely die 

out.
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Writing a report

 Read the writing task and the report below. The 
writer has divided his report into four paragraphs, 
under the headings given, but he has written the 
sentences in the wrong order. Read them and put 
them in the correct order.

Introduction: sentence(s) …………………….

Problems of pollution and rubbish: sentence(s) 

…………………….

Recycling: sentence(s) …………………….

Recommendations: sentence(s) …………………….

11

 Underline all the words and phrases that helped 
you work out the correct order of the sentences.

 What do the words this and that in these phrases 
from the report refer to?
This means (sentence 7) = 
…………………….…………………….

If this continues, (sentence 3) = 
…………………….…………………….

That makes sense (sentence 8) = 
…………………….…………………….

 Match the notes the writer made with the 
sentences he wrote in his report. 

 Write a report (120–180 words) on the following 
topic. 

22
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Go to: CD-ROM, Unit 8.

Write a report for your local magazine about your 
town, village or neighbourhood. Outline how you 
think your town is dealing with the problems of 
pollution, rubbish and recycling and make 
recommendations as to how these could be improved.

  For Exercises 1–5, see pages 92–93 in your Students’ 

Book.

You live in a seaside town. Tourists have been 
complaining about the litter left on the 
beaches. Your school has decided to do 
something about the problem. Write a report 
about the state of the beaches and what you 
think should be done about the problem.

To: Mr Brown

Subject: Pollution, rubbish and recycling in town

Introduction
1 Unfortunately, there are no recycling bins in our 

town.

Problems of pollution and rubbish

2 I also consider it essential to have recycling bins 

installed so that we can have all our waste 

recycled. 
3 If this continues, soon there won’t be a place for 

all the rubbish to be dumped. 

4 Traffi c fumes, however, can get quite bad 

especially during the rush hour.

Recycling
5 As requested by the editor of our local magazine 

‘Today in our town’, I have considered the problems 

of pollution, rubbish and recycling in my town. 

6 If the centre of the town was closed to traffi c, that 

would reduce the amount of polluted air we 

breathe. 
7 This means that householders do not separate 

their rubbish at all and everything gets thrown 

away together. 

Recommendations

8 That makes sense when we are trying to create a 

cleaner world for us all to live in.

9 My town is not highly polluted since there are just 

a couple of factories right on the outskirts. 

 10 There are also problems of litter which is left lying 

around on the edge of the roads. 
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Vocabulary 
  Match the words (1–8) with their opposites 

(a–h).
1 enemy  a accept

2 defeat b calmness

3 refuse c good

4 original d friend 

5 odd e lose

6 panic  f move slowly

7 evil g new

8 rush h ordinary

  Match the words in A with the words in B to 
make compound nouns.
A
performance boot relay body

fi ve-metre boxing

B
camp club fat pole race test

  Now complete the text with one of the 
compound nouns in Exercise 2.
I’m in a 1) ……………………. at school. After 

my coach gave me the results of my 

2) ……………………. and told me I had too 

much 3) ……………………. , I went away to a 

special 4) ……………………. to get fi tter. I 

was there for a weekend, and at the end of it, I 

managed to run a 5) ……………………. faster 

than ever before, and it only took me a few 

seconds to climb a 6) ……………………. ! I’d 

really recommend this kind of programme for 

anyone who needs intensive fi tness training.

  Rewrite the sentences, replacing the 
underlined words with these words and 
phrases.

cool emotions handle irritating see red

vulnerable well-being

1 My younger brother is always winding me up. 

It’s so annoying. 

2 Being nice to people gives me a feeling of 

happiness.

3 Be gentle with Mary. She’s feeling very weak 

and sensitive at the moment.

4 Keep calm! Don’t get so angry and frustrated.

5 I don’t think I can deal with any more bad 

news right now.

6 One thing that really makes me get angry is 

when people ignore no smoking signs.

7 She fi nds it hard to keep her feelings under 

control when she gets very upset about 

something.
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  Choose the correct alternative to complete each sentence.
1 Marion is so snooty/depressed. She thinks she’s better than 

anyone else.

2 I don’t think the new girl is stuck-up/fed up at all. I think she 

doesn’t talk to us because she’s shy.

3 I don’t know what’s going on with Jim these days. He’s acting so 

cheekily/weirdly – doing really odd things.

4 Just because you have more money than other people, there’s no 

need to be snobbish and look down on/up to them.

5 Don’t let people bully you. You need to be assertive and stand up 
to/run into them.

6 What a jealous/vain person she is – always looking at herself in 

the mirror!

7 It’s pointless having feelings of contentment/resentment just 

because you are envious about what someone else has.

  Read the text and choose the best answer, A, B, C or D.

1 A environment B conservation C reservation D survival

2 A maintenance B danger C survival D support

3 A wilderness B ice cap C region D park

4 A pollution B wildlife C climate D profi ts

5 A locally B naturally C generally D globally

6 A employees B employers C volunteers D survivors

7 A donated B overwhelmed C fed up D bored

8 A donated B endangered C practised D handled

9 A kind B type C species D habitat

 10 A vain B cheeky C envious D happy

 11 A reduction B support C protection D survival

 12 A made B reduced C increased D helped
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A few years ago, a 1) ..... group sent a warning 

around the world that the 2) ..... of Fairy Penguins 

living on the Australian island of Tasmania was 

under threat. The 3) ..... is near a shipping route 

and was being affected by the 4) ..... from frequent 

oil spills.
The message was spread 5) ..... across the 

Internet. Hundreds of 6) ..... started knitting 

sweaters for the penguins.
The Tasmania Conservation Trust were 7) ..... 

with the thousands of sweaters, 8) ..... by knitters 

from all over the world. The sweaters were only 

40cm high – Fairy Penguins are the smallest of the 

9) ..... . Some had been made in the colours of 

people’s favourite football teams. 
A spokesperson from the Trust said that although 

the penguins were not really 10) ..... to wear 

sweaters, the sweaters gave them necessary 

11) ..... .
The sweaters were a success. They 12) ..... the 

risk of the birds swallowing the oil from their 

feathers. 
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Grammar
  Complete the sentences with the past perfect simple 

or past perfect continuous form of the verb in 
brackets.
I had nightmares last night. Earlier, my friend 

1) ……………………. (tell) me a scary story. He told me 

about something that 2) ……………………. (happen) to 

his uncle a few years before. Apparently, his uncle 

3) ……………………. (drive) along a deserted road in 

the countryside one rainy night. All of a sudden, someone 

appeared at the side of the road, hitchhiking. She asked 

him to drive her home. Obviously, she 

4) ……………………. (stand) in the rain for quite some 

time, because she was soaking wet. She directed him to a 

little cottage at the edge of the village. But when he 

stopped, he noticed that she 5) ……………………. 

(go)! He 6) ……………………. (not hear) the car door 

open or anything … . He knocked at the door of the 

cottage. That’s when he found out that it 

7) ……………………. (be) the girl’s home once  – long 

ago. But she was dead. She 8) ……………………. (be) 

hitchhiking home from college one rainy night, twenty 

years ago, when she was knocked over by a car.

  Choose the correct form to complete the 
conversation. Sometimes both options are correct.
A:  I remember when I was a kid, I 1) would/used to have 

this old teddy bear that I really loved. I 2) would/used to 

carry it around everywhere with me. 3) Did you use to/
Would you have a favourite toy?

B:  No, I 4) wouldn’t/didn’t use to. But I 5) would/used to 

really want one of those space hoppers. My friend 

6) would/used to have one, and he 7) would/used to 

spend hours on it, hopping around the house and 

garden. Every year on my birthday, I 8) would/used to 

hope to get one. But I never did!

  Complete the second sentence so that it has a 
similar meaning to the fi rst sentence, using the 
words given.
1  I’m sure I shut the window before I left home this 

morning. MUST

 I ……………………. the window before I left home 

this morning.

2  I was stupid not to guess you were just playing a joke 

on me! SHOULD

 I ……………………. you were just playing a joke on 

me! 

3  You should hurry up if you want to catch that bus.

 BETTER

 You ……………………. if you want to catch that 

bus.

4  If you want to be in the team, coming to practice 

regularly is essential. HAVE

 If you want to be in the team, you 

……………………. practice regularly.
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5  Are you crazy, driving so fast? You’re lucky you didn’t 

cause an accident! COULD

 Are you crazy, driving so fast? ……………………. an 

accident!

6  I’m afraid it won’t be possible for me to come tonight.

 ABLE

 I’m afraid I ……………………. come tonight.

7  You are welcome to make an appointment, but it isn’t 

necessary. NEED

 You ……………………. an appointment. 

  Complete the conversation with the correct form of 
these verbs.

let make prefer rather suggest

A: What’s wrong? You look really mad about something.

B: Yes, it’s my parents. They 1) ……………………. me 

so angry!

 They won’t 2) ……………………. me do anything I 

want to do! I asked them to 3) ……………………. 

me go to a party at my friend’s house tonight, but 

they’re trying to 4) ……………………. me come 

home at 11 p.m. That’s much earlier than anyone else! It 

5) ……………………. me feel such a baby. I would 

6) ……………………. not go at all, if I can’t be the 

same as everyone else.

A: They’re probably worried about you coming home late at 

night on your own. Why don’t you 

7) ……………………. staying over at your friend’s 

house? I’m sure they would 8) ……………………. 

you to do that.

B: Mmm, I suppose I could try 9) ……………………. 

that … Thanks!

A: No problem. I’m glad you 10) ……………………. me 

help!

  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.
1  It’s a pity we didn’t listen to the fl ood reports on the 

radio. If we ……………………. to the reports, we 

……………………. the road was closed. (listen, 

know)

2  Do you think we ……………………. polar bears if 

we ……………………. to the Arctic? (see, go)

3  Of course I don’t mind helping you. I 

……………………. if I ……………………. to do 

it. (not offer, not want)

4  If I ……………………. anywhere in the world to 

visit, I ……………………. to Brazil. (can choose, go)

5  You ……………………. get good at something 

unless you ……………………. a lot. (not get, 

practise)

6  Every time you ……………………. somewhere, you 

……………………. pollution. (fl y, cause)

7  The trouble is, people throw away too much rubbish. If 

people ……………………. more, we 

……………………. the problem of full landfi ll sites 

as we do now. (recycle, not have)
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